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HISTORICAL SURVEILLANCE DATA MIGRATION 



Technically Creative’s featured client is a major international

financial firm that spans multiple financial industries with complex

surveillance and compliance requirements. TC was able to help

this client not only meet but exceed their diverse needs by

utilizing Technically Creative Oversight Controls (TCOC) for the

migration of their historical surveillance data.

TARGET
In this Innovation Report, the client’s main concern was finding a

way to take their historical surveillance data that was stored in

multiple legacy systems and migrate it into one consolidated,

easily searchable location. 

FEATURED CLIENT
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BACKGROUND

C L I E N T  N E E D
The client expressed the need to be able to run
investigations across the multiple disjointed
systems. This large financial firm had data
spanning a broad date range in multiple separate
systems, such as Compliance Accelerator,
Enterprise Vault, Orchestria/CADLP/CA Data
Minder/CA Data Protection, Vontu, AxsOne, and
CA Message Manager/ACA. 

C L I E N T  L I M I T A T I O N S These expansive data stores had become a
support nightmare for the firm; if anything were
to happen, they would not have support due to
products reaching end-of-life and lack of vendor
support. This firm also had concerns regarding OS
patches that would potentially break the product,
the complete lack of product support patches,
and the inability to maintain this product. After
review, the client determined the high risk with
keeping these systems up and running, expense,
resource time, and stress were well worth the
time and costs to consolidate them into a single
platform. 
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The client had various systems, including some that had

reached end-of-life, containing data spanning multiple years.



The firm needed to be able to export data,

generate reports, perform discovery, have

proof of supervision, and chain of custody

from the unified platform. There were also

additional requirements, such as being able to

leverage the data for advancing the new

surveillance policies being developed within

the firm.

TC’s client required the ability to access and

pull data from one location instead of having

to go to multiple locations. This data includes

elements such as the original email, metadata

of the message captured by the surveillance

platform, surveillance data, policy/lexicon

data, user data, and audit history available in

the source systems. Even though the systems

all have varying types of data, varying

content, overlapping data, and in some cases

lack certain data completely, the client

wanted a single search interface to scan

across all data. 

Another concern the client expressed was

retaining this data to satisfy legal and

compliance requirements and regulations

(17a-3, 17a-4, FINRA, SEC), with the note that

some of the supervision system data was not

compliant. Top that off with access control

requirements which, again, were different

across all platforms being migrated.
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B U S I N E S S
R E Q U I R E M E N T S

B U S I N E S S  D E T A I L S
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Legally, the firm must keep this data
available to satisfy any kind of
regulatory request, inquiry, or audit. 

To provide a summary on this, TC’s
client had data from different
systems with some overlapping data
across all systems, not to mention
multiple platforms, such as
Orchestria, AxsOne, and Compliance
Accelerator. With the use of TCOC,
we were able to connect to each
one of the platforms, dissect the
data, map it across the platforms,
identify any overlap, and create a
new unified data model that both
was identifiable as part of the
original system and usable in the
unified platform. 

TCOC was able to join supervision
history across all systems to see if an
event was reviewed in one system,
both, or none at all.

THE TECHNICALLY CREATIVE
SOLUTION
TC’s solution to deliver peace of mind involved taking all data
out of the client’s systems and migrating it to one central, easily
supported system. TC Oversight Controls (TCOC) was the tool
used to pull data out of the firm’s legacy systems and migrate it
into a single unified compliant system for long term storage. 
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As a regulatory compliant system,
TCOC was able to write, track,
and document every step of the
way from every piece of data
ingested into the platform with a
detailed chain of custody as
evidence for a compliant move.

The entire chain of custody was
further indexed for reference later
by exporting it into a report. 



By utilizing the TCOC platform, the client now had fast,

advanced, and easy reporting capabilities. Their system is easily

supported, able to search quickly, and satisfy legal requirements

– saving both time and money.

reduced operational expense by 20% through elimination of

systems that had reached end-of-life, including outdated

servers, as well as dependency on SMEs no longer with their

firm. 

safety and security with data retained in a long-term, easily

supported environment with minimized points of failure.

collaborative, one-to-one reporting capabilities, such as

proof of supervision.

detailed chain of custody as evidence for a compliant data

migration. 

The client experienced:

BENEFITS & RESULTS

The client expressed relief with TCOC's faster searching and

exporting, with more details available, and easier distribution of

access with custom access models. TCOC is also horizontally

scalable, meaning the firm can add hardware if they ever need

to incorporate additional or larger data from another source,

incorporate additional systems, or expand searching

capabilities to handle , more requests. The client can generate

reports and perform discovery, proof of supervision, and one-to-

one reporting, all thanks to TCOC’s consolidation of data.   
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
The complete list of products and services used in this

Innovation Report includes Technically Creative Oversight

Controls (TCOC) as the primary tool used for historical data

migration, advanced automated reporting, extracting and

modeling. 

Standing on the frontline of change and growth!  TCOC is a set

of fast and flexible microprocessors that compliment your

surveillance process and work with existing business function

and systems.  An integrated approach to surveillance. Reduce

risks, costs, duplication of effort and provide for greater

efficiency. 

Technically Creative, Inc

Simplifying Technology Solutions for Compliance

Bringing to the table a vast and unique collection of knowledge

& skills. Industry knowledge, product knowledge, regulatory

knowledge, data knowledge, and systems knowledge. 

Technically Creative, Inc.

845.725.7883

GetInfo@TechnicallyCreative.com

www.TechnicallyCreative.com
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For more information about Technically Creative's

professional services, visit our website or contact us at:


